
Professional services and support solving problems

related to video communications.

20+ years’  experience working virtually in video

communications.

Diverse set of skills,  experiences, and interests  that

enable us to help with all  aspects of video

communications. 

Cost conscious delivery of services and solutions  with a

high level of attention to detail  and ease of use.

Highly engaged team  that cares about the individuals

that we work with.

Collaborative mindset in forming true partnerships to

help organizations,  institutions,  and individuals fully

utilize their technology.

sales@i2itech.com

(800) 424 9887

www.i2itech.com
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PROFESSIONAL
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Live Virtual & Hybrid

Events

Assess and correct existing integrated

audio video solutions  that have never

worked as intended, focusing on ease

of use.

Transform meeting rooms and learning

spaces with minimal expense based on

needs and challenges.

Create innovative video

communication solutions  that provide

a simple,  flexible,  and dependable

experience. 

Remotely manage and support

integrated audio video solutions. 

Demonstrate effective collaboration

using audio and video communication

equipment and solutions. 

Improve staff skills for communicating

and presenting information across the

organization.

Provide hands-on training, modeling,
and coaching through interactive video,
webinars, and recordings.

Assist in the ongoing evaluation and
analysis  of best value video
communication and collaboration tools.

Consult with leadership to upgrade
and migrate existing room designs
while maintaining consistency and
continuing to meet the needs of staff
and end users.

Partner on the design and
implementation of new construction
projects  to promote consistent, flexible
learning and collaborative workspaces.

Maintain alignment with organizational
goals,  especially as it relates to new,
unified communication and
collaboration technologies.

Design and manage live virtual and
hybrid events  with support from our
implementation team.
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